We show that large SUSY phases have no significant effect on the relic density of the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP). However, they are very significant for the detection rates. We emphasise that the phase of the trilinear coupling increase the direct and indirect detection rates.
In supersymmetric (SUSY) models there are many new CP violating phases beyond the phase δ CKM of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) mixing matrix. They arise mainly from the soft SUSY breaking parameters which are in general complex. These phases give large one loop contributions to the electric dipole moments (EDM) of the neutron and electron which exceed the current limits. Hence, SUSY phases are generally quite constrained, they have to be of order 10 −3 for SUSY particle masses of order 100 GeV. However, it was suggested that there are internal cancellations among various contribution to the EDM (including the chromoelectric and purely gluonic operator contributions) whereby allowing for large CP phases 1 . We have shown that in the effective supergravity derived from string theory, such cancellation is accidental and it only occurs at few points in the parameter space 2 . Recently, it was argued that the non universal gaugino masses and their relative phases are crucial for having sufficient cancellations among the contributions to EDMs 3 . In such a case, one expects that these large phases have important impact on the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) relic density and its detection rates. In Ref.
5,6 the effect of SUSY phases on the LSP mass, purity, relic density, elastic cross section and detection rates has been considered within models with universal, hence real, gaugino masses. It was shown that the phases have no significant effect on the LSP relic abundance but a substantial impact on the detection rates. Here, we study the effect of gaugino phases, particularly, we consider D-brane model recently proposed 7 which is able to allow large value of phases while the EDM of the neutron and electron are less than the experimental limit as shown in Ref.
3 . It turns out that the LSP of this model could be bino or wino like depending on the ratio between M 1 and M 2 . In the region where the EDMs are smaller than the limit, the mass of the LSP is very close to the lightest chargino, hence the co-annhilation between them becomes very important and it greatly reduces the relic density 8 . The phases have no important effect on the LSP relic aboundance as in the case of Ref.
6 . However, their effect on the detection rates is very significant and is larger than what is found in the case of real gaugino masses 6 . The possibility of non-universal gaugino masses and phases at the tree level is natural in the type I string theory 7 . The soft SUSY breaking terms in this class of models depend on the embedding of the standard model (SM) gauge group in the D-brane sector. In case of the SM gauge group is not associated with a single set of branes the gaugino masses are non universal. We assume that the gauge group SU (3) C × U (1) Y is associated with one set of five branes (say 5 1 ) and SU (2) L is associated with a second set 5 2 . The soft SUSY breaking terms take the following form 7 .
where A is the trilinear coupling. The soft scalar mass squareds are gives by
and Θ 2 1 + Θ 2 2 = 0. In this case, by using the appropriate field redefinitions and the R-rotation we end up with four physical phases, which can not be rotated away. These phases can be chosen to be: the phase of M 1 (φ 1 ), the phase of M 3 (φ 3 ), the phase of A (φ A ) and the phase of µ (φ µ ). The phase of B is fixed by the condition that Bµ is real.
The effect of these phases on the EDM of the electron and the neutron, taking into account the cancellation mechanism between the different contributions, has been examined in Ref.
3a . It was shown that large values of these phases can be accommodated and the electron and neutron EDM satisfy the experimental constraint. It is worthy noticed that the EDM impose a constraint on the ratio M 1 /M 2 . In fact, to have an overlap between the electron and neutron EDM allowed regions, M 2 should be less than M 1 , and as explained in Ref.
3 , a precise overlap between these two regions occurs at Θ 1 = 0.85. Such constraint has an important impact on the LSP. In this case, we have M 2 is the lightest gaugino at GUT scale. However, at the electroweak (EW) scale, it turns out that the lightest neutralino is a bino like. Furthermore, the LSP mass is close to the lightest chargino mass which is equal to a See also Ref. 4 
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the mass of the next lightest neutralino (χ 0 2 ). Therefore, the co-annhilation between the bino and the chargino as well as the next to lightest neutralino are very important and have to be included in the calculation of the relic density.
We study the effect of the SUSY CP violating phases and the coannihilation on the relic density and also on the upper bound of the LSP mass. Since the LSP is bino like, the annihilation is predominantly, as usual, into leptons by the exchange of the right slepton. Without co-annihilation, the constraint on the relic density 0.025 < Ω LSP h 2 < 0.22 impose sever constraint on the LSP mass, namely m χ < 150 GeV, and the SUSY phases have no any significant effect in relaxing such sever constraint as found in Ref.
5 . Including the co-annihilation of χ with χ + 1 andχ 0 2 is very important to reduce the LSP relic density to an acceptable level.
Given that the LSP is almost pure bino, the co-annihilation processes are predominantly into fermions. However, since the coupling ofχ 0 2 − f −f is proportional to Z 2j , it is smaller than the coupling ofχ
We found that the dominant contribution is due to the co-annhiliation channel χ + 1 χ → ff . We also includeχ + 1 χ → W + γ channel, estimated to contribute with a few cent. Then, we can calculate the relic aboundance using the standard procedure 9 . In Fig.1 we show the values of the LSP relic abundance Ω χ h 2 , estimated with including the co-annihilations, corresponding to the LSP mass. This figure shows that the co-annihilation processs have very significat which leads to m χ < 400 GeV. Here, also the effect of the SUSY phases is insignificant and the same upper bound of the LSP mass is obtained for vanishing and non vanishing phases. It is important to notice that the gaugino phases especially the phase of M 3 have important impact on having large φ A at the EW scale. It dominantly contributes to the phase of A-term during the renormalization from the GUT scale to EW scale. Thus, the radiative corrections to φ A is very small and the phase of A is kept large at EW. However, as we have shown, such large phases are not effecting for the LSP mass and the relic abundance. In fact, this result is due to two facts, first the LSP is bino so it slightly depends on the phase of µ, second, the phases are important if there is a significant mixing in the sfermion mass matrix. In theses class of models we consider the off diagonal element are much smaller than the diagonal element.
As shown in Ref. 5 , the SUSY phases is found to have a significant effect on the direct detection rate (R) and indirect detection rate (Γ). The phase of φ A increases the values of R and Γ . Furthermore, the enhancement of the ratios of the rates with non vanishing φ A to the rates in the absence of this phase are even large than what is found in Ref.
5 , since as we explained, here φ A has larger values at EW scale due to the gluino contribution through the renormalization.
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